OSHO
SPEAKS ON

DEATH
I

f you have lived joyously, you will be ready to
welcome death too – invite her for a dance! Death is
powerful only over people who have never lived, who
don't have the courage to relax peacefully in moments
of death without any fear -- because no accident, no
disease, nothing can make even a dent in your
consciousness; you are always intact."
- The Hidden Splendour, Chapter #10.

D

eath is not an accident. It is not that suddenly one
day, out of the blue, death comes and you are finished.
No, death grows with you, side by side, just like your
shadow. The day you were born, you started dying
too.

D

eath and life are two aspects of the same coin, two
wheels of the same cart. You become so enchanted with life
that you never see that death is also growing with you. It
is a growth; just as life will take seventy years to come to
its climax, death will also take seventy years to come
to its climax. And only in the climax, do they meet.
They have been always moving together, but in the
crescendo of your life they are not even together -- they are
one" The Messiah, Vol 2, Chapter #18

L

ife and death appear as opposites because you are
divided. Otherwise life becomes death, death becomes life.
You are born, and that very day you have started to die.
And the moment you die a new life has come into being. It
is a circle -- the yin and yang circle."

D

A

lways remember that death is coming, and death is
the criterion: whatever death disproves is disproved,
whatever death approves is approved. Whatever can go
beyond death, whatever is more powerful than death, is
the reality. The real cannot die; the unreal dies a
thousand and one deaths." - Hsin Hsin Ming: The
Book of Nothing, Chapter #4
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BE HEALTHY, BE VIBRANT
PREVENTION BEFORE CURE
Non-pharmaceutical, non-reiki healing
Natural upliftment of health through harmonisation of natural fluids in the body. relax,
destress mind, body and spirit. cure and relief from chronic back problems,
migraines, insomnia, arthritis, asthma, central nervous system disorders, TMJ, PMS,
hyperactivity, fatigue, depression, pregnancy care, tinitus and vertigo among others.
For appointments contact MA RICHA BHARTI (Certified Cranio Sacral Practitioner) in Delhi, Ph. 9810877460
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